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Mission
Statement
To help people with mental
disabilities discover and
achieve their hopes and
dreams for a meaningful
life in the community.

T

here is a longstanding tradition that
elephants will not cross a bridge that

is unsafe. As bridges became bigger with the

Vision
Statement

industrial revolution and the use of steel to build
these mind-boggling structures, that belief was

Transforming communities
through the contributions
of the people we serve.

exploited to help people feel more comfortable.
P. T. Barnum offered his elephants to cross

Guiding
Principles

when the Brooklyn Bridge was opened. He was
originally turned down, but a year later, his

Never forget why
we do what we do

famous elephant marched across the bridge and

Be willing to take risks

increased confidence in the bridge structure.

Admit mistakes &
grow from them
Enhance teamwork
through clear, open &
honest communication
Be servant-hearted
in attitude & actions
Constantly seek to
promote people’s rights
Honor, value & respect others
Lead by example
Discover what is important
to our customers
Keep all promises

In recovery, people
are asked to trust new
treatments or rehabilitation methods.
They may have lost confidence in their ability
to regain what was lost. Sometimes the most powerful
encouragement is hearing about others’ “crossings” and
successes. There is nothing quite like the “been there, done
that” style of support.
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eflect with me for a moment

Although the ADA is now part of

focus on the poor, the weak and the

on a tragic period in our

the United States Code, sadly, daily

least important. Our new Pope is an

history that promoted

violations of the rights of individuals

advocate for the poor and, ultimately,

a shocking concept of the value of

with disabilities continue to occur,

a champion for social justice.

human life. In 1933, Nazi Germany

resulting in social injustice.

enacted the “Law for the Prevention
of Progeny with Hereditary

At TSI, we support the notion that
people have a right to be active and

We, as a society, have come a
long way from the 1933 Third Reich
beliefs. But there is more work to

Diseases.” The law called

productive participants

do to make it possible for those with

for the sterilization of

in society. Society has an

impairments to live independent lives

anyone with hereditary

obligation to enable them

and make their own decisions. As you

diseases—those with

to participate. I see TSI as

read this report, I invite you to see

mental illnesses, learning

a bridge for persons served

how our staff are the bridges across

disabilities, physical

to overcome obstacles,

obstacles, leading to true community

deformities, epilepsy,

thus removing the divide

inclusion.

blindness, deafness and

between social injustice

severe alcoholism. The

and social justice. But it is

Third Reich regularly labeled the

not enough to be a bridge for persons

disabled as unworthy of life or useless

served; we ALL must champion

eaters. To emphasize the value of all

disability rights. Today, I am grateful

people, in 1990, the Americans with

to one of our newest champions, Pope

Disabilities Act (ADA) was enacted.

Francis. He established a plan to

Victoria A.
Livingstone, ceo
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egardless of the structure,
every bridge must stand
strong under the two important
forces. Tension: Stresses pulling
in two different directions, like
the cables of a bridge between
the supports on the shore.
Compression: The downward
force of the bridge’s weight.
This is like when you push
down on a spring. The best
way to deal with these powerful
forces is to either dissipate
them or transfer them. With
dissipation, the design allows
the force to be spread out evenly
over a greater area, so that no
one spot bears the concentrated
brunt of it. It’s the difference
in, say, eating one chocolate
cupcake every day for a week
and eating seven cupcakes in a
single afternoon. In transferring
force, a design moves stress
from an area of weakness to an
area of strength.
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Mary
&
Myrla

M

ary has worked with Myrla for many years. They have a very special bond.
Mary lives in her own place and works preparing mailings. Mary greets
everyone with an infectious smile and warm demeanor. No visitor leaves Mary’s
house without one of her handmade gifts. She is so proud of the jewelry or other
household items she crafts. But Mary speaks in her own style. Not everyone can
understand her unique way of talking. Myrla does. She helps Mary to communicate
with her employer, service providers and doctors. Myrla makes sure all of Mary’s
needs are understood and met and, in doing so, lets everyone connect with this
warm and generous woman.

I

n life, people are under many
pressures and demands.
People in recovery are no
different. They must learn
how to prioritize demands and
move their talents, energy and
resources accordingly. Just as
a bridge gains stability when
there is a balance in the forces
of tension and compression,
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Eugene
&
Jill

people are strongest
when they, too,
find balance in the
opposing demands
of their lives.

E

ugene meets people with a joke and a laugh that just must be shared.
He believes everyone is a potential friend. Sometimes that has not been
the case, and Eugene will tell you that he’s been through some tough times. But
Jill and other TSI team members are there to help. Eugene knows he can trust
Jill. She helps him to stand up for himself with others. Eugene has had a recent
accomplishment. With Jill’s and the team’s support, Eugene has graduated from
a vocational training program and is eager to begin his new job.


P

ennsylvania has 231
covered bridges, the most
of any state. Wooden bridges
with exposed superstructures
are vulnerable to rot. Covering
and roofing them protects them
from the weather, so they last
longer.

Even strong
structures need
protection.

Cr
Mike
&
Shawn
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hawn remembers Mike as one of his first clients at TSI. Mike, a quiet and
shy man, rarely wanted to meet new people and stayed home a lot. That was
until his apartment building was sold and literally was being torn down around
him. With little time and few resources, Shawn found Mike temporary housing by
convincing a landlord to rent to him on a month-to-month lease until Mike turned
62 and could take an apartment in a HUD building. Mike’s apartment is beautiful,
with a spectacular view of the city. More importantly, Mike has made many friends
in the building and joins in many activities there. Shawn couldn’t be more pleased.
“I knew this would be a good place for Mike, but the first time I came to visit and
saw him in the lobby talking to other people, I was so happy.”

N

o matter how strong we
become in our recovery,
how much we build our inner
strength…

everyone needs
some protection
sometimes.
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Mary
Kay
&
Joyce

M

ary Kay works hard. She proudly talks about the perfect attendance award
she received from her long-time employer, Giant Eagle. Joyce is also proud
of this award. She describes the time Mary walked several miles to work in a
snow storm when the buses wouldn’t run. Mary Kay is also proud of her house. It
has been her family home for most of her life. But houses need maintenance. She
needed help. Joyce helps Mary Kay work with a local contractor to keep the house
up. Joyce assists Mary with prioritizing the work and keeping the budget. Thanks
to that partnership, Mary Kay will be in her home for many years to come.
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Transitional Services, Inc. provides an array of housing and support services designed to meet the needs and
preferences of individuals who have psychiatric (mental health) or intellectual disabilities (mental retardation).

Group Homes…
Provide a family-like
environment, with private
bedrooms, shared living
spaces and group meals.
Through a caring and
stable environment,
individuals can learn daily
living skills and receive
support through 24-hour
staffing.

Supervised
Apartments…
Provide settings that offer
more independence and
privacy combined with the
support of 24-hour staff
availability. In programs
serving individuals with
psychiatric disabilities,
most individuals have their
own apartments, while
a few have roommates.
All apartments in the
intellectual disabilities
programs are shared, but
individuals have separate
bedrooms.


Supported
Living
Programs…

Permanent
Supportive
Housing…

Offer both community
and hud congregate
living options. Community
Supported Living
Programs help individuals
find permanent housing
in the community of
their choice and provide
in-home supports to
assist individuals with
keeping their chosen
living environment while
fostering their recovery.
Congregate Supported
Living offers permanent
housing in individual
apartments within a single
HUD building. There is
more staff support available
than in our Community
Supported Living
Programs but less than in
the Supervised Apartments.

Part of Allegheny County’s
“housing as home” strategic
plan, makes available
150–160 units of permanent
housing to individuals
who have psychiatric
disabilities. The program
helps identified individuals
to secure housing in
the community of their
choosing and maintain
tenancy. The program
provides support and
education to service users,
providers and landlords on
housing related matters,
and connects individuals to
needed financial, advocacy
and legal resources.
People are not required to
participate in psychiatric
services to keep their
housing, although they are
encouraged to use services.

Fairweather
Lodge…
Offers a living arrangement
designed specifically for
persons with psychiatric
disabilities who wish to
live independently and be
active members of their
community. The living
arrangement is most
beneficial to individuals
who may not be able to
afford things like rent,
food, transportation and
utilities on their own,
but could do so with the
help of other housemates.
Lodge members share in
the day-to-day experiences
of running a home and a
business. They create their
own “house rules” and
manage their own activities
and work responsibilities.
Assistance is provided only
as requested or needed.

Additional Program
Support Services
Offered to Individuals
Receiving Services…
¿ Clinical Consultation &

Education – Education,
training and support to
staff and persons served
on a variety of clinical
and recovery-oriented
issues.
¿ Community Supports

Program – Peer special
ist services, training and
activities that support
wellness and recovery,
improve job readiness
and provide life
enrichment experiences.
¿ Behavior Support –

Provided to individuals
with intellectual
disabilities or families
in need of additional
support and intervention
who are served by any
residential or community
provider.

Outcomes…
Individuals Living Safely in the Community (ID)

Stakeholder Satisfaction
100

100

90

Target: 85%
80

90
80

70

95%

60

70

88% 86% 87%

100%

100%

Community
Supported Living
(SL)

Staff Supervised
Apartments

60

50
40

Target: 80%

50

Persons
Served

Family /
Friends

PD / ID
Providers

40

PSH

Personal Wellness & Recovery Strategy Usage

Rehabilitation and Recovery Indicators

100

100

75

75

Target: 65%
50

25

0

66%
PD CRR
PD - Psychiatric Disabilities

86%

Target: 65%
50

25

0

PD SL
ID - Intellectual Disabilities

PSH - Permanent Supportive Housing

66%
Quality of Life

86%

Empowerment

CRR - Community Residential Rehabilitation

SL - Supported Living



Financials…
Rental
$277,573
Community
Other
Care, HUD
$233,655
& Other
$1,177,398

Administrative
$858,158
Operating
$2,236,145

Revenue

operating
expenses

T otal I ncome :
$6,973,500

T otal E xpenses :
$7,456,683

Allegheny County Department
of Human Services
$5,284,874

Personnel
$4,362,380
(this includes benefits)
106
PD
102
PD SL
28
ID SL
33
ID

number
of people
served:

4
Fairweather
Lodge
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Grantors
Buhl Foundation
The Pittsburgh
Foundation
Steinsapir Family
Foundation
Trees Foundation
W.I. Patterson
Charitable Fund

Chairman Level
($1,500)

Michael Pacienza
Kathleen Paskus
Pamela Rusch
Kathleen Sargent and
Employee Matching
Program of Liberty
Mutual
Norman
Tomaszewski
Janet Whitney
Kelly Wilson
Dale Young

Mary A. Schafer
Anonymous

Bronze Level
($100)

Gold Level
($500)

Sharon &
Skip Alberts
Alissa Ann Bell
Jessica Ann Burr
Melissa Caldwell
Dana Cook
Lawrence DeMase
Helen Dorin
Kristen Dorin
Mary Ann Eisenreich
Steve Gilliland
Earl S. Guffey
Gerry Henry
Ray Hickey
Robert Horn
Raymond Jackson
Patricia Lapinski
Elizabeth Liberman
M2 Technology
Morris Mattes
McGee Maruca
& Associates
Michael McKenzie
Sandra Mullins
Paul M. Nickel
Proudfit,
Spencer Family
Beverley Rebovich
Emma Rehm
Jenny Spitzer
Paul St. Louis

Anonymous
Craig Dorin
Joan Gyorkey
Johnnie Hicks
Victoria Livingstone
Edna V. Loeffel
Lawrence Powell
Donna Santucci
John Starr
Surplus Generation
Equipment
RBS Citizens
Tucker, Johnson
& Smelzer, Inc.
Mary Lou Zemaitis

Silver Level
($250)
Sallianne Brown
Aims Coney
Kathy Doloughty
Laurie Elliot
Joyce Felton
Geneva Hall
Matthew Johnson
Marian Lucia
Kimberly Mikita
Jennifer Mullins

David Treece
Gary Friedman,
Trust-Franklin
Press
Michelle Ann Welsh
Kanchana
Wongchaowart
Frank Worbs

Friends
Anonymous
Natalie Abel
Catalina Achim
Thomas &
Janet Ammons
Donna Badger
Jordan Bazzani
Chuck Belonzi
Natasha Bennett
Dave Blackmore
Shaunte Blanchard
Therese Boric
Mary Kay Brailsford
James Brandl
Bonnie Breit
Bill Brown
Richard Bucior
Paul Buncher
Sally Cardillo
Janet Carr
Cheyl Ann Carter
Kathleen Castner
The Chichwaks
Madeline Cieslak
Tracy Clark
Lutitia Clipper
Terry Collins
Gary Colwell
Sheri Cook
Joyce Craddock
William Craddock
Martha Cronkhite
Mia Crumpler
Daryl Del Re
Patricia Deveny
Charlotte DiNardo

Christopher Dorin,
Dorin Friends
Roy Dussel
Joseph Dybeic
Elaine EvosevicLozada
Kewanna Ferguson
Emily Ferris
Ruth Ann Ferris
Robin Fischer
Geraldine Florida
Mary Gallagher
Jessica Galus
Michael Gemperle
Nicole Gemperle
Carla Gilbert
Margie Gillespie
Gloria Gugliotta
Christine Hartman
Ellen Hayes
Michael Helwig VHI
Dennis Herndon
Rebecca Hirsch
Raymond Hluska
Lanise Holmes
Sulan Huang
Gayle Huntling
Heidi Jabaut
Larry Jefferson
Bradley Johnson
Amelia Julian
Craig Julian
Debbie Julian
Joe Julian
Matt Julian
Traci Julian
Walter Kalista
Sandy Kalsey
Lolly Kayser
Harold Keener
Katie Kozora
Karen Lanker
Ronald Lanky
Alyssa Lefkowitz
Francis Leinweber
Linda Lewis

Marianne Liggett
Harold Liller
Emilia Lombardi
Lori Lucchesi
Rosemarie Malanoski
Trevor Maloney
Susan Malys
Whitney Marsh
Victoria J.
Marshman
Penelope Marston
Jay McCann
Anthony McElroy
James McGrath
James McLaughlin
Bob McNaul
Kelly McQuoid
Wendy McSparen
Angela Mercurio
Suncica Milanovic
Kathy Moulayianis
Mike Murray
Myrla Myers
Lynn Nickel
Darlene Nychey
Gretchen Oliverio
James Oncken
Lia Pacienza
Robert Parker
Carla Payne-Harrison
George Perich
Jackie Pillows
Ronald Placone
Mark Pollack
Donna Price
John Pugsley
Danielle Ranalli
Robert Randolph
Elaine Rauso
Nicole Reading
Barbara Rebovich
Darah Richardson
Jean Rowe
William Rowe
Jo Ann Samples
Gale Samples

Kathie Sargent
Monica Scott
Jenise Shealey
Nan Shuey
Janet Sieber
Myron Mike
Silverstein
Larry Simback
Chandler Sirmons
Mary Snow
Joyce Snyder
Linda Sokolowski
Vince and Kim
Sonnefelt
Rochelle Spitzer
Caroline Stein
Ron Stein
Faith Stipanovich
Pat Stuebgen-Way
Camille Svilar
Erma Tarle
John Tarle
Mark Tarle
Glory Thomas
Heather Thompson
Jeaneen Thomson
Charlene M.
Thornhill
Lillian Treece
Chris Trimble
Renay Trotter
Kathy Tyler
Barbara Utterback
Candy Venezia
Jojo Vinay
Dean Wainer
Heather M. Wainer
Sara Wainer
David Walton
Denise Weis
Barbara Witherspoon
Maria Wood
Leah Worbs
Megan Worbs
Donna Zentner
Laura Zinski

he simple things you and
I take for granted—like
dignity, respect, a place to call
home and a meaningful life—
are often out of reach to persons
with mental disabilities.

Thanks to the
contributions of
the dedicated
supporters shown
here, the bridge
that leads to living
independently in
the community is
one step closer for
persons with mental
disabilities.

While every effort has been made
to ensure the accuracy of these
records, we encourage readers
to inform Keisha Becoate of any
errors or omissions by calling
412-461-1322 x249 or by e-mailing
kbecoate@transitionalservices.org.
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Officers

Members

Chairperson
Mary Lou Zemaitis

Troy Davidson

Vice Chairperson
Ronald D. Porter, Sr.

Elaine Evosevic-Lozada

Treasurer
James Brandl

Michael Pacienza

Emily Ferris

HUD Board Member
Patrick Lanigan
CEO
Victoria A. Livingstone

Matthew Johnson

Secretary
Heather Wainer

Lawerence A. Powell

Immediate Past Chairperson
Faith Stipanovich

Jeffrey Shaffer

Medical Director
Beverley Rebovich, P.A.C.

Renee E. Williams

Transitional Services, Inc.
is accredited by CARF
for the following programs
and services through
December 2015:

Paul St. Louis
Denise Weis
Megan Worbs

806 West Street
Homestead, PA 15120-1566
412-461-1322 • 412-461-1250 (fax)
www.transitionalservices.org

Community Housing
¿ Supported Living
¿ Community Housing:
Psychosocial Rehabilitation (Adults)
¿ Supported Living:
Psychosocial Rehabilitation (Adults)
¿

